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Inductively Generating Euler Diagrams
Gem Stapleton, Peter Rodgers, John Howse, and Leishi Zhang
Abstract—Euler diagrams have a wide variety of uses, from information visualization to logical reasoning. In all of their application
areas, the ability to automatically layout Euler diagrams brings considerable benefits. In this paper, we present a novel approach to
Euler diagram generation. We develop certain graphs associated with Euler diagrams in order to allow curves to be added by finding
cycles in these graphs. This permits us to build Euler diagrams inductively, adding one curve at a time. Our technique is adaptable,
allowing the easy specification, and enforcement, of sets of well-formedness conditions; we present a series of results that identify
properties of cycles that correspond to the well-formedness conditions. This improves upon other contributions toward the automated
generation of Euler diagrams which implicitly assume some fixed set of well-formedness conditions must hold. In addition, unlike most
of these other generation methods, our technique allows any abstract description to be drawn as an Euler diagram. To establish the
utility of the approach, a prototype implementation has been developed.
Index Terms—Information visualization, diagram layout, diagram generation, Euler diagrams, Venn diagrams.
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1

INTRODUCTION

A

diagram layout has the potential to bring
huge benefits and it is unsurprising that, with the
computing power now available, considerable research effort
is focused on this topic. A range of diagrams is based on finite
collections of (usually simple) closed curves; such a collection
of curves is called an Euler diagram [1]. To illustrate, the Euler
diagram in Fig. 1 contains three closed curves, P , Q, and R,
which represent collections of objects (sets); it asserts that P
and Q are disjoint, and that R may intersect with either P or Q.
Venn diagrams are Euler diagrams in which all intersections
between the curves are present. The diagram in Fig. 1 is not a
Venn diagram; for instance, the intersection between all three
curves is not present.
Euler diagrams and their extensions have wide-ranging
uses in the area of information visualization, such as [2], [3],
[4], [5], [6], [7]. Various methods for automatically generating Euler diagrams have been developed, each concentrating on a particular class of Euler diagrams; for example, see
[6], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. The generation algorithms
developed so far produce Euler diagrams that have certain
sets of properties, sometimes called well-formedness conditions; these conditions will be detailed below.
Each generation method starts with an abstract description of the required diagram. Typically, an abstract description specifies which intersections occur between curves. For
example, the abstract description for the diagram in Fig. 1
includes the information that labels P , Q, and R are used,
together with one set of labels for each set intersection:
ffP g; fP ; Rg; fRg; fR; Qg; fQg; ;g; the presence of ; reflects
the fact that there is a region of the diagram outside all of the
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curves. We may abuse notation and write P for fP g, P R for
fP ; Rg and so forth.
Some existing generation approaches, such as [14], [15],
construct a so-called dual graph from the abstract description, which is embedded in the plane, and “wrap” closed
curves around the dual graph, as illustrated in Fig. 2
(explained below). Each set of curve labels in the abstract
description gives rise to a node in the graph, labeled by that
set. Initially, two nodes are joined by an edge when their
labels have exactly one curve label in their symmetric
difference. Subgraphs of the dual graph are then sought
which are planar and have a plane embedding which
satisfies certain conditions [14]; for space reasons we omit
the details. Once an appropriate embedding of some
subgraph of the dual has been found, a layout for each
curve in the diagram is determined. Finding an appropriate
embedding can involve considering many subgraphs, and
many different embeddings for each subgraph. To illustrate
the embedding method, for the abstract description
f;; P ; Q; S; P R; QSg, we draw one node for each required
set intersection and join the nodes as described; note that the
node with no label in Fig. 2 corresponds to ;. To embed the
Euler diagram, this method finds a closed curve for each of P ,
Q, R, and S that encloses precisely the nodes of the graph that
include that curve in their label. So, P must enclose the nodes
labeled P and P Q. In this simple example, the actual dual
graph had an appropriate embedding.
In this paper, we present a novel approach to generation.
We generate Euler diagrams inductively, adding one curve
at a time. This is a more intuitive generation method, since
it matches how people typically draw Euler diagrams (at
least, based on our experience). A clear difference is that the
layout of each curve is identified as a separate task, rather
than attempting to solve the difficult problem of finding an
appropriate dual graph that determines the layout of all of
the curves. Our approach to Euler diagram generation can
be seen as extending the construction Venn provided in his
original paper, where he described how to add curves to
Venn diagrams [16]. Edwards also developed an inductive
construction for Venn diagrams [17] but prior to our work,
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Fig. 1. An Euler diagram.

Fig. 3. Illustrating diagrams’ zones.

no one has developed techniques that allow the inductive
construction of Euler diagrams.
In order to add a curve, c, to an existing layout, we create a
graph that is used to determine how c is placed in the
diagram. The manner in which we use this graph determines
the well-formedness conditions that the generated Euler
diagram satisfies. Hence, users can select the well-formedness conditions they wish to impose on the layout of the
required diagram. This level of flexibility in imposing chosen
well-formedness conditions is not incorporated into previously developed generation algorithms. In addition to
contributing to the general Euler diagram generation
problem, our approach is particularly advantageous in any
situation where we wish to modify a diagram by adding a
curve and maintain the existing layout; this type of situation
occurs in reasoning contexts such as [18], [19], for example.
Section 2 overviews the syntax of Euler diagrams and
other necessary background material. Abstractions of Euler
diagrams are detailed in Section 3. Section 4 presents the
theory required in order to take an abstract description and
decompose it into a sequence of abstract descriptions that
reflects our inductive generation approach. In Section 5, we
define some graphs that allow us to add curves by finding
appropriate cycles in them. Section 6 describes how we use a
cycle to add a curve. In Section 7, we present a series of
results that show how to produce layouts that satisfy certain
well-formedness conditions. Section 8 extends the techniques of the previous sections so that we can ensure any
abstract description can be embedded. Finally, Section 9
discusses a prototype implementation of the generation
method and presents some output from the software. This
paper significantly extends work presented in [20], which
focuses on adding curves to diagrams that possess all five of
the well-formedness conditions detailed below. In addition,
we refer the reader to an appendix that accompanies this
paper [21], which can be found on the Computer Society
Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/
10.1109/TVCG.2010.28; the appendix includes many examples to illustrate concepts developed throughout the paper
along with proofs of most of the results.

throughout the paper, in particular various well-formedness
conditions, some associated graphs, and atomic diagrams. As
stated above, an Euler diagram is a set of closed curves drawn
in the plane.1 We assume that each curve has a label chosen
from some fixed set of labels, L.

2

EULER DIAGRAMS

We now overview a formalization of Euler diagrams. Moreover, we also describe various concepts that will be required

Fig. 2. Generation using a dual graph.

Definition 2.1. An Euler diagram is a pair, d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ,
where
1.
2.

Curve is a finite collection of closed curves each with
codomain IR2 , and
l : Curve ! L is an injective function2 that returns
the label of each curve.

For example, d1 in Fig. 1 contains three curves labeled P ,
Q, and R. To be more precise, d1 depicts the images of three
simple (i.e., non-self-intersecting) closed curves. The closed
curves essentially provide a partition of the plane into
minimal regions; in this example, there are six minimal
regions, such as that inside both P and R but outside Q.
Every diagram has a minimal region that is outside all of its
curves. In order to define minimal regions, we need access to
the images of the functions that give rise to the curves. Given
a function, c : A ! B, we write imageðcÞ to denote the image
(sometime called the range) of c:
imageðcÞ ¼ fb 2 B : 9a 2 A cðaÞ ¼ bg:
Definition 2.2. A minimal region of an Euler diagram d ¼
ðCurve; lÞ is a connected component of
[
IR2 
imageðcÞ:
c2Curve

It is important to be able to identify the interior of closed
curves. A point, p 2 IR2  imageðcÞ, is interior to a closed
curve, c, if and only if the winding number of c around p is
odd; see [22] for more details. Another important concept is
that of zones.
Definition 2.3. A zone in an Euler diagram d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ is a
nonempty set of minimal regions that can be described as being
interior to certain curves (possibly no curves) and exterior to
the remaining curves.
In Fig. 3, d2 has eight zones (and 10 minimal regions) and
d3 has six zones (each of which is a minimal region). For
example, in d2 , the zone interior to the curve labeled Q only
consists of two minimal regions. Minimal regions are purely
a topological notion, and reflect a property of the drawn
diagram. A zone, however, is a set of minimal regions that
is taken to represent the intersection of sets represented by
1. Recall, a closed curve in the plane is a continuous function,
c : ½a; b ! IR2 , where cðaÞ ¼ cðbÞ.
2. An injective function, l, has the property that if lðxÞ ¼ lðyÞ then x ¼ y.
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the curves that contain that zone, less the union of the sets
represented by the curves that do not contain that zone.
Zones are important since Euler diagrams represent these
set intersections. Thus, a zone matches a semantic concept,
unlike minimal regions.
Euler diagrams may possess certain properties, frequently called well-formedness conditions.
Definition 2.4. Given an Euler diagram d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ, the
following are properties that d may possess:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

If all of the curves in Curve are simple then d possesses
the simplicity property.
If no pair of curves in Curve run concurrently then d
possesses the no concurrency property.
If there are no triple points of intersection between the
curves in Curve then d possesses the no triple points
property.
If whenever two curves in Curve intersect, they cross
then d possesses the crossings property.
If each zone in d is connected (i.e., consists of exactly
one minimal region) then d possesses the connected
zones property.

Formalizations of these properties can be found in [22].
To illustrate, in Fig. 3, d2 possesses the simplicity and no
concurrency properties but has a triple point (where P , Q,
and R intersect), two curves that do not cross where they
intersect (where R and S intersect), and disconnected zones
(such as that inside just R). The diagram d3 possess all five
properties. Note that any diagram that possess the crossings
property also possess the no concurrency property. Existing
generation algorithms produce diagrams that possess
specific subsets of these properties, in part for reasons of
interpretability. The generation algorithm in [14], for
example, draws only diagrams that satisfy all of these
well-formedness conditions.
The concept of nesting in diagrams is of particular
importance in automated layout. The (images of the) curves
in an Euler diagram form connected components of IR2 . The
diagram d3 in Fig. 3, for example, consists of three
components (the two curves labeled P and Q, the curve
labeled R, and the curve labeled S) and is said to be nested.
Intuitively, when generating Euler diagrams, we can break
the problem down into one where each component of a
nested diagram is generated independently, with the
layouts subsequently merged in order to produce the
required diagram.
Definition
2.5. Let d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ be an Euler diagram. If
S
imageðcÞ
consists of more than one connected subset
c2Curve
of IR2 then d is nested, otherwise d is atomic [23].
It is possible to identify when a diagram description can
be embedded in a nested manner and also to identify its
atomic components prior to generation [23]; more details
are given below.
Euler diagrams are associated with various graphs, some
of which play an instrumental role in their automated layout;
see [8], [14] for more details. In this paper, we are interested
in two of these associated graphs. First, we can take an Euler
diagram and construct its Euler graph which, roughly
speaking, has a vertex at each point where two curves meet

Fig. 4. The Euler graph and its dual shown in red.

and the edges are the curve segments that connect the
vertices; the Euler graph of d1 in Fig. 1 is EGðd1 Þ in Fig. 4.
As a special case, any atomic component containing a
single, simple curve has exactly one vertex placed on that
curve. The Euler graph was defined in [8], but the definition
relies on certain well-formedness conditions holding. We
extend the definition to the general case.
Definition 2.6. An Euler graph of Euler diagram d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ
is a plane graph, denoted
S EGðdÞ, whose embedded edges and
vertices have image c2Curve imageðcÞ and EGðdÞ has a
minimal number of vertices out of all the graphs to which it is
homeomorphic (i.e., EGðdÞ has no unnecessary vertices of
degree 2).
Each face of the Euler graph is a minimal region of the
Euler diagram. From the Euler graph, we can construct an
Euler graph dual which is simply a dual graph of the Euler
graph which we denote by EDðdÞ. An Euler graph dual of
d1 in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 4. We note that Euler graphs and
Euler graph duals are embedded in IR2 and are plane.
Given a vertex, v, in the Euler graph dual, we write zðvÞ to
mean the zone of d in which v is embedded. We will talk
about the images of the edges and vertices of these
embedded graphs as simply the edges and vertices,
respectively. Later, we will define further graphs, which
are also embedded in IR2 , associated with Euler diagrams
and again blur the distinction between the edges (vertices)
and the embedding of those edges (vertices).

3

DIAGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

In order to generate an Euler diagram, d, we start with an
abstract description of d. To illustrate, d1 in Fig. 1 can be
described as having three curves, P , Q, and R. These curves
divide the plane in such a manner that there are six zones
present. Each zone can be described as being inside certain
curves and outside the remaining curves. For instance, there
is one zone inside P only and another zone inside precisely
P and R. Thus, each zone can be described by the labels of
the curves that the zone is inside. Note that there is always a
zone outside all of the curves, which includes the
unbounded minimal region (the unbounded face3 of the
Euler graph), that is described by the empty set of labels, ;;
this is reflected in abstract descriptions.
Definition 3.1. An abstract description, D, is a pair, ðL; ZÞ
where L is a subset of L (i.e., all of the labels in D are chosen
from the set L) and Z  IPL such that ; 2 Z. Elements of Z
are called abstract zones (or, simply, zones). Given
D ¼ ðL; ZÞ, we define LðDÞ ¼ L and ZðDÞ ¼ Z.

3. Recall, the unbounded face, f, of a graph is that for which there is no
disc of finite radius that encloses f.
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Fig. 6. An inductive construction.
Fig. 5. The generation problem.

In Fig. 1, d1 has abstract description L ¼ fP ; Q; Rg and
Z ¼ f;; fP g; fP ; Rg; fRg; fQ; Rg; fQgg.
Definition 3.2. Given an Euler diagram d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ, we map
d to the abstract description abstractðdÞ ¼ ðimageðlÞ; ZÞ,
called the abstraction of d, where Z contains exactly one
abstract zone for each zone in d; in particular, given a zone, z,
in d, the set Z contains the abstract zone
abstractðzÞ ¼ flðcÞ : c 2 CðzÞg;
where CðzÞ is the set of curves in d that contain z.
The notions of being nested and atomic can be defined
on abstract descriptions.
Definition 3.3. An abstract description D ¼ ðL; ZÞ is nested if
there exist abstract descriptions, D1 ¼ ðL1 ; Z1 Þ and
D2 ¼ ðL2 ; Z2 Þ, and a zone z 2 Z such that
L1 and L2 are both nonempty and form a partition of
L, and
2. Z1 \ fz [ z2 : z2 2 Z2 g ¼ fzg and Z ¼ Z1 [ fz [ z2 :
z2 2 Z2 g.
If D is not nested then D is atomic [23].

Definition 4.1. Given an abstract description, D ¼ ðL; ZÞ, and
 2 L, we define D   to be D   ¼ ðL  fg; fz  fg :
z 2 ZgÞ.
Definition 4.2. Given an abstract description, D ¼ ðL; ZÞ, a
decomposition of D is a sequence, decðDÞ ¼ hD0 ; D1 ; . . . ; Dn i
where each Di1 (0 < i  nÞ is obtained from Di by the removal
of some label, i , from Di (so, Di1 ¼ Di  i ) and Dn ¼ D. If
D0 contains no labels then decðDÞ is a total decomposition.
The notion of a decomposition is similar to an abstraction
of Euler diagrams developed in [24]. The technique we
develop to add a curve to an Euler diagram, d, assumes that d
is atomic. Important for our generation approach, therefore,
is that every abstract description has an atomic drawing.
To illustrate the generation process, we provide an
example in Fig. 6, which produces an embedding of D ¼
ðL; ZÞ where L ¼ fP ; Qg and Z ¼ f;; fP g; fQg; fP ; Qgg
given the total decomposition
hD0 ¼ ð;; f;gÞ; D1 ¼ ðfP g; f;; fP ggÞ; D2 ¼ Di:

1.

Importantly, every atomic (nested) abstract description is
the abstraction of some atomic (nested) Euler diagram [23].
However, atomic Euler diagrams may not have atomic
abstractions, such as d2 in Fig. 3. Any atomic diagram that
has a nested abstraction can be redrawn in a nested
manner. Finally, any abstraction can be drawn as an atomic
Euler diagram.

4

ABSTRACT DESCRIPTION DECOMPOSITION

The generation problem can be summarized as “given an
abstract description, D, find an Euler diagram, d, such that
abstractðdÞ ¼ D and d satisfies some specified well-formedness conditions.” Our inductive approach will add curves
successively until the generated Euler diagram has the
specified abstract description. The manner in which we add
the curves at each stage will be determined by the wellformedness conditions that have been selected.
To use an inductive generation approach, we need to
know how to decompose an abstract description, D, into the
sequences of abstract descriptions, hD0 ; D1 ; . . . ; Dn i where
D0 contains no labels, Di1 is obtained from Di by removing
a label, and Dn ¼ D; the process is illustrated in Fig. 5. It
may be counterintuitive that we have written this sequence
as hD0 ; D1 ; . . . ; Dn i rather than hD ¼ Dn ; Dn1 ; . . . ; D0 i; we
choose to write hD0 ; D1 ; . . . ; Dn i since our generation
problem will start by finding an embedding of D0 (which
contains no curves), then D1 (which contains one curve) and
so forth, ending up with an embedding of Dn ¼ D.

When adding a curve to a diagram, d, we are essentially
seeking a closed path through d that gives a diagram with
the required abstraction. Any zone in d can be either
completely contained by the new curve, completely outside
the new curve, or partially inside and partially outside new
curve (in this case, we say that the curve splits the zone).
Thus, to obtain the required abstraction, we must know
which zones are inside, which are outside and those that are
to be split. In Fig. 6, the diagram embedðD1 Þ has a curve P
that splits the zone in embedðD0 Þ; the definition below
captures the abstract level concept that corresponds to
adding a curve, with the addition of P to D0 specified by
in ¼ f;g and out ¼ f;g; since ; is split, it can be considered
as being both inside and outside the new curve.
Definition 4.3. Let D ¼ ðL; ZÞ be an abstract description. Let 
be a label in L  L and let in and out be two subsets of Z such
that in [ out ¼ Z and ; 2 out. Then, D þ ð; in; outÞ is
defined to be
D þ ð; in; outÞ ¼ ðL [ fg; Zin [ Zout Þ;
where Zin ¼ fz [ fg : z 2 ing and Zout ¼ out.
Lemma 4.1. Let D ¼ ðL; ZÞ be an abstract description and let
 2 L. Then, D ¼ ðD  Þ þ ð; in; outÞ where
in ¼ fz 2 ZðD  Þ : z [ fg 2 Zg
and
out ¼ fz 2 ZðD  Þ : z 2 Zg:
The above lemma provides a framework for us to be able
to describe how to add curves to Euler diagrams so that we
construct embeddings of the abstract descriptions in any
given total decomposition.
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5

GRAPHS FOR CURVE ADDITION

Our inductive generation method uses graph theoretic
techniques, and in this section we define various graphs.
We modify the Euler graph dual and use this modified
Euler dual along with the Euler graph to create a hybrid
graph. It is the hybrid graph that we use for generation.

5.1 The Modified Euler Dual
A key insight to our approach of adding a curve is the
observation that we can use cycles in an Euler graph dual
to provide an embedding of a new curve. Recall, a cycle, C,
in a graph G ¼ ðV ; EÞ is a nonempty sequence of edges,
C ¼ ðe0 ; . . . ; en Þ in E, where no edge in E occurs more than
once in C together with a sequence of vertices,
ðv0 ; . . . ; vn ; vnþ1 Þ such that v0 ¼ vnþ1 and each edge, ei , in
C is incident with vi and viþ1 ; such a sequence of vertices is
associated with C. The set of edges in C is denoted EðCÞ;
the set of vertices in the vertex sequence associated with C
is denoted V ðCÞ.
As a simple example of our generation approach, to d4 in
Fig. 7 we may wish to add a curve that splits each zone. This
can be done by finding a Hamiltonian cycle in an Euler
graph dual, as illustrated in d5 .
If we wish to add a curve, S, to d1 in Fig. 1 given in ¼
f;; fQg; fQ; Rg; fRgg and out ¼ f;; fP g; fP ; Rg; fRgg then
no cycle in the Euler graph dual shown in Fig. 4 allows us to
do so; see d7 in Fig. 8 for how S may be added. In order to
allow a curve such as S to be added we modify the Euler
graph dual, as shown in d8 .
Intuitively, an Euler graph dual needs to be modified
since an added curve may need to enclose various minimal
regions in the Euler diagram that are not enclosed by any
cycle in an Euler graph dual. A given Euler graph dual does
not necessarily reflect all isotopically different paths in
IR2  V ðEGðdÞÞ that edges may take. However, in an atomic
diagram, such different paths only exist between the vertex,
v, in EDðdÞ placed in the unbounded face, f, of EGðdÞ and
those vertices adjacent to v; this is because all other faces are
topologically like a disc. Hence, the only modifications to
EDðdÞ occur in f.
Definition 5.1. Let d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ be an atomic Euler diagram.
A modified Euler dual of d, denoted MEDðdÞ, is a plane

NO. 1,
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Fig. 9. Adding edges and inserting vertices to create the hybrid graph.

graph obtained from the Euler graph dual of d by carrying out
the following sequence of transformations:
1.

2.
3.

for each edge, e, incident with the vertex, v, placed in
the unbounded face, f, of EGðdÞ insert a new vertex of
degree 2 onto e placed in f; the new vertex splits e into
two edges in the obvious manner;
delete v along with all its incident edges; if this leaves
any isolated vertices then delete those also;
add edges, embedded in f, connecting the newly
inserted vertices (which have degree 1 after deleting v)
so that the newly inserted vertices together with these
new edges form a simple plane cycle4 that properly
encloses the Euler graph.

5.2 The Hybrid Graph
As a further example of adding a curve to d4 in Fig. 7, we
may want to split all of the zones except that outside both
curves. To do this, we cannot simply find a cycle in the
modified Euler dual. The diagram d6 shows MEDðd4 Þ and
how we might add R. Essentially, R is a cycle in a graph
that is formed by taking the Euler graph and the modified
Euler dual and joining certain vertices with edges, as
specified below. Intuitively, new curves can traverse edges
of the modified Euler dual, edges in the Euler graph or the
joining edges. The diagram d9 in Fig. 9 shows how we can
connect the modified Euler dual in d6 to the Euler graph
using additional edges (and two new vertices).
Given a plane graph, we can talk about faces and
triangulations5; for example, d9 is not plane. Our final
transformation adds vertices wherever two edges cross, as
shown in d10 . An example of using this graph to add a curve
labeled R to d4 which splits two zones, one inside just P and
the other inside just Q, with the remaining zones outside R,
can be seen in d11 .
We call the graph obtained by inserting these vertices
and adding these edges the hybrid graph. It is this graph that
we use to determine how to route new curves through a
diagram. Each cycle in the hybrid graph is a path that can
be followed by a new curve.
Definition 5.2. Let d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ be an atomic Euler diagram.
A hybrid graph for d, denoted HGðdÞ ¼ ðV ; EÞ, is a plane
graph obtained from EGðdÞ and MEDðdÞ by carrying out the
following sequence of transformations:
1.

Fig. 8. Modifying the Euler graph dual.

VOL. 17,

take the embeddings of EGðdÞ and MEDðdÞ as one
embedded graph, G1 (i.e., union the vertex sets and
union the edge sets),

4. A simple cycle is one which does not pass through any vertex more
than once (except the start and end vertex). A simple, plane cycle, therefore,
is a cycle that is simple and in which no edges cross.
5. Recall that a triangulation of a graph adds edges until all faces are
bound by exactly three edges.
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6

ADDING CURVES

Any cycle in a hybrid graph can be used to add a curve to
an Euler diagram (although the result need not be atomic).
The manner in which this is done is captured by the
following definition:
Definition 6.1. Let d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ be an atomic Euler diagram
with hybrid graph HGðdÞ. Let C be a cycle in HGðdÞ and let 
be a label. Then, d extended by C and  is defined to be an
Euler diagram, denoted d þ ðC; Þ, where d þ ðC; Þ ¼
ðCurve [ fcg; l [ fðc; ÞgÞ such that c is a closed curve, not
in Curve, that traverses the cycle C and has label .

Fig. 10. Constructing the hybrid graph.

2.

3.

4.

for each edge, e, in G1 that is in MEDðdÞ and
completely embedded in the unbounded face, f, of
EGðdÞ insert a new vertex onto e; the new vertex splits
e into two edges in the obvious manner and we call the
created graph G2 ,
for each pair of edges, e1 and e2 , in G2 , if e1 and e2
cross then insert a new vertex at the point where they
cross; the new vertex splits each of e1 and e2 into two
edges in the obvious manner, and we call the resulting
graph G3 ,
add edges to G3 which are incident with a vertex in
MEDðdÞ and a vertex in EGðdÞ to create a graph, G4 ,
so that
all the new edges in G4 are in the subgraph, SG4 , of
G4 generated by deleting the vertices of G4 that are
embedded in the unbounded face of EGðdÞ, and
b. SG4 is triangulated except for its unbounded face,
add edges, e, to G4 , so that
a.

5.

e is incident with a vertex in EGðdÞ,
e is incident with a vertex in G2 that is not in
MEDðdÞ or in EGðdÞ, and
c. every vertex in G2 that is not in MEDðdÞ or in
EGðdÞ is incident with exactly one new edge.
The resulting graph is HGðdÞ.
a.
b.

This process can be seen in Fig. 10, where the hybrid
graph for d1 in Fig. 1 is constructed. Note that, instead of
adding vertices to create G3 , we could have just triangulated the whole graph (apart from the unbounded face) as
in G4 . However, this would have meant that checking for
crossings (see Section 7) would have been more complex.
Given a hybrid graph for d, we partition the set of edges
(vertices) as follows: Any edge (vertex) in the hybrid graph
that arose from the Euler graph (i.e., those in black) is in the
set EulerEdgesðHGðdÞÞ (EulerV erticesðHGðdÞÞ). Any edge
(vertex) in the hybrid graph that arose from the modified
Euler dual (i.e., those in red) is in the set DualEdgesðHGðdÞÞ
(DualV erticesðHGðdÞÞ). The remaining edges (vertices) in
the hybrid graph (i.e., those in green) are in the set
NewEdgesðHGðdÞÞ (NewV erticesðHGðdÞÞ). We call edges
in the set EulerEdgesðHGðdÞÞ Euler edges and use similar
terminology for elements of the other sets defined here.

A little more technically, the closed curve c to which the
cycle C gives rise is formed by taking the union of the
(injective) functions that gave rise to the embedded edges of
which C consists (assuming any two consecutive embedded
edges, ei and eiþ1 , in C have domains of the form ½x; y and
½y; z where ei ðyÞ ¼ eiþ1 ðyÞ, but it is a trivial matter to change
the domains if this fails to be so). We observe that any curve
added in this manner has a finite number (possibly zero) of
self-intersection points, since no cycle contains any particular edge more than once. Curves, c, with a finite number
of self-intersections have nice properties with regard to
winding numbers: intuitively, the winding number changes
by 1 each time we cross c at a point of non-self-intersection
and, as a consequence, we change from being inside c to
outside c or vice versa.
In our generation process, we want to ensure that we
find a cycle that gives rise to a diagram with some specified
abstraction. We need to be able to identify whether dual
vertices are inside the cycle or outside the cycle in order to
know whether the zones in which they are placed will be
inside or outside the new curve. Vertices in the modified
Euler dual that are incident with some edge in the cycle, are
embedded in zones that are split by the new curve. The
concept of being inside a cycle will be defined by appealing
to face coloring.
Lemma 6.1. Let G ¼ ðV ; EÞ be an Eulerian, plane graph. Then,
there is a face coloring of G that uses at most two colors.
Given a cycle in a graph, G, this cycle is essentially an
Eulerian subgraph of G. Therefore, we can use Lemma 6.1
to define the inside and outside of a cycle, since we know
we can twice face color the cycle:
Definition 6.2. Let G ¼ ðV ; EÞ be a plane graph. Let C be a
cycle in G and denote the embedded subgraph of G containing
precisely the edges in C and their incident vertices by SGðCÞ.
Further, suppose we have a face coloring of SGðCÞ that uses at
most two colors. A vertex, v 2 V  V ðCÞ, is outside C if it is
embedded in a face of C that is colored the same as the
unbounded face of C. Otherwise, v 2 V  V ðCÞ is inside C.
In a hybrid graph, HGðdÞ, the set of dual vertices that are
outside (inside) some cycle C is denoted outsideðCÞ
(insideðCÞ). Further, we define
inZonesðCÞ ¼ fabstractðzðvÞÞ : v 2 insideðCÞ [ ðV ðCÞ
\ DualV erticsðHGðdÞÞÞg and outZonesðCÞ
¼ fabstractðzðvÞÞ : v 2 outsideðCÞ [ ðV ðCÞ
\ DualV erticsðHGðdÞÞÞg:
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Fig. 11. The simplicity property.

Fig. 12. The concurrency property.

We are now in a position to state a theorem that ties up the
notion of adding a curve to an Euler diagram with its affect
on the abstract description; the result follows immediately
from the arguments above.

more than once. The cycle in d13 gives rise to a simple curve
since it does not pass through any vertex more than once. The
diagrams obtained from d1 by adding a curve using these
cycles have the same abstraction.

Theorem 6.1. Let d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ be an atomic Euler diagram with
hybrid graph HGðdÞ. Let C be a cycle in HGðdÞ and let  be a
label that is not in d,  62 imageðlÞ. Then, abstractðd þ
ðC; ÞÞ ¼ abstractðdÞ þ ðin; out; Þ where

Definition 7.1. Let d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ be an atomic Euler diagram
with hybrid graph HGðdÞ. Let C be a cycle in HGðdÞ. Then, C
possesses the simplicity property whenever C is simple.

1.
2.

in ¼ inZonesðCÞ, and
out ¼ outZonesðCÞ.

Theorem 6.2. Let d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ be an atomic Euler diagram
with hybrid graph HGðdÞ. Let C be a cycle in HGðdÞ that
passes through at least one Euler vertex and let  be a label
that is not in d,  62 imageðlÞ. Then, d þ ðC; Þ is atomic.
So, when using our inductive generation approach, we
seek cycles that pass through an Euler vertex.

7

ADDING CURVES UNDER WELLFORMEDNESS
CONDITIONS

Embedding diagrams that possess certain well-formedness
conditions has the potential to enhance readability. Unfortunately, it is known that not all abstract descriptions can
be drawn when all five well-formedness conditions are
imposed, for example, [25]. This means that, in order to find
embeddings of some abstract descriptions, we sometimes
need to allow certain well-formedness conditions to be
broken. Moreover, users are likely to have different
preferences about which well-formedness conditions they
want to impose. Here, we consider (initially) each wellformedness condition and identify an equivalent condition
on the cycle in the hybrid graph that will ensure the added
curve does not break that well-formedness condition. The
results are then generalized: for every subset of the wellformedness conditions, we identify an equivalent condition
on the cycle in the hybrid graph that will ensure the added
curve does not break any of the conditions in that set. Of
course, such a cycle may not exist but the results allow us to
seek appropriate cycles when adding curves under specified well-formedness conditions and identify when no such
cycle exists (trivially, by an exhaustive search, for instance).

7.1 Simplicity
The simplicity condition is very easy to enforce when adding
a curve using a cycle: the cycle must not pass through any
vertex more than once. Fig. 11 shows two cycles, highlighted
in blue, in the hybrid graph for d1 , Fig. 1. The cycle in d12 gives
rise to a nonsimple curve, since it passes through a vertex

Theorem 7.1. Let d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ be an atomic Euler diagram
with hybrid graph HGðdÞ. Let C be a cycle in HGðdÞ and let 
be a label that is not in d,  62 imageðlÞ. Then, the curve added
to d to give d þ ðC; Þ is simple if and only if C possesses the
simplicity property.

7.2 No Concurrency
The no concurrency condition requires the added curve not
to run concurrently with any other curve and, moreover, not
to run concurrently with itself. Since we are adding a curve to
a diagram, d, using a cycle in HGðdÞ, by construction the
curve does not run concurrently with itself: no cycle traverses
an edge more than once. The existing curves in d give rise to
the Euler edges in HGðdÞ. Thus, our cycle must not include
any Euler edges. To illustrate, d14 and d15 , Fig. 12, both
contain highlighted (blue) cycles that give rise to a diagram
with the same abstraction when we use these cycles to add
curves to d1 in Fig. 1. However, the blue cycle in d14 contains
an Euler edge, so the added curve would run concurrently
with, in this case, the curve labeled R. The blue cycle in d15
does not contain an Euler edge and, therefore, does not give
rise to any concurrency when a curve is added.
Definition 7.2. Let d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ be an atomic Euler diagram
with hybrid graph HGðdÞ. Let C be a cycle in HGðdÞ. Then, C
possesses the no concurrency property whenever C does not
contain any edges in EulerEdgesðHGðdÞÞ.
Theorem 7.2. Let d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ be an atomic Euler diagram
with hybrid graph HGðdÞ. Let C be a cycle in HGðdÞ and let 
be a label that is not in d,  62 imageðlÞ. Then, the curve added
to d to give d þ ðC; Þ does not run concurrently with any
curve in d or itself if and only if C possess the no concurrency
property.

7.3 No Triple Points
In order to enforce the no triple points condition, we must
ensure that the added curve does not increase the multiplicity of any points of intersection; the multiplicity of a
point, p, in a diagram, d, is the number of times which p is
mapped to by the curves in d and if p has multiplicity 3 or
greater then p is a triple point. For example, the cycle we
use to add the curve must not pass through an Euler vertex
that has degree 4 in the Euler graph; the multiplicity of the
corresponding point of intersection is already (at least) 2.
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Fig. 13. The no triple points property.

Fig. 14. The crossings property.

We need access to the multiplicity of any points of
intersection in order to identify whether our cycle creates
a triple point; for each vertex, v, in EulerV erticesðHGðdÞÞ [
NewV erticesðHGðdÞÞ, we label that vertex by the multiplicity of that point in d, denoted mulðv; dÞ. We note that for
any diagram, d, constructed using our inductive method
which possesses the no concurrency property, any Euler
and for any new vertex, v,
vertex, v, has mulðv; dÞ ¼ degðvÞ
2
mulðv; dÞ ¼ 1. For dual vertices, we set mulðv; dÞ ¼ 0, since
no curves in d pass through them.
To illustrate, the diagrams d16 and d17 in Fig. 13 both
highlight a blue cycle in the hybrid graph of d1 , Fig. 1. These
cycles give rise to diagrams with the same abstraction after
curve addition. The cycle in d16 passes through a vertex of
the Euler graph placed where P and R intersect; thus, this
cycle gives rise to a triple point. In d17 , however, the only
vertices that the (simple) blue cycle pass through are
associated with points that have multiplicity less than 2
and, therefore, no triple points are created.
In addition to labeling vertices with their multiplicity, we
also label the edges. Given an edge, e, in HGðdÞ, we write
mulðe; dÞ to mean the largest multiplicity of any point on e
in d. Note that using our inductive generation method, for
any edge, e, mulðe; dÞ is at most mulðv; dÞ for any incident
vertex, v, so this edge labeling is redundant. However, in a
general Euler diagram, the multiplicity of a point on an
Euler edge can be greater than that of any incident vertex;
this occurs, for example, when a curve runs part way along
an edge but does not meet a vertex.

in the embedded diagram. First, we observe that any
diagram that contains concurrency does not possess the
crossings property. Thus, we cannot use Euler edges in our
cycle when requiring only crossings. Second, suppose that
the cycle contains an edge, e, that is incident with an Euler
vertex, v (e must be a new edge, since it cannot be an Euler
edge). Then, the next edge in the cycle (which must also be a
new edge) must ensure that the cycle crosses all of the curves
that give rise to Euler edges incident with v. In Fig. 14, d18
highlights a cycle (in blue) that creates a noncrossing point of
intersection with P whereas that in d19 crosses the curves P
and Q at each point it intersects them.
The notion of a crossing can be captured relatively
straightforwardly: the cycle, when passing through an Euler
vertex, v, must have exactly half of the Euler edges incident
with v on one side of it, as illustrated in Fig. 15 where the
blue line segments indicate part of a cycle passing through
an Euler vertex. A pair of consecutive edges, e1 and e2 , in a
cycle, therefore, gives rise to a two-way partition of the
edges, excluding e1 and e2 , incident with the vertex v that
joins e1 and e2 . We denote the two sets in this partition by
E1 ðe1 ; e2 ; vÞ and E2 ðe1 ; e2 ; vÞ; thus, for crossings we require

Definition 7.3. Let d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ be an atomic Euler diagram
with hybrid graph HGðdÞ. Let C be a cycle in HGðdÞ. Then, C
possesses the no triple points property whenever,
1.

2.

for any vertex, v, in V ðCÞ, if mulðv; dÞ  2 then it is
the case that mulðv; dÞ plus half the number of edges in
C that are incident with v is at most two, and
for any edge, e, in EðCÞ, mulðe; dÞ 6¼ 2.

Theorem 7.3. Let d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ be an atomic Euler diagram
with hybrid graph HGðdÞ. Let C be a cycle in HGðdÞ and let 
be a label that is not in d,  62 imageðlÞ. Then, the curve added
to d to give d þ ðC; Þ does not introduce any triple points if
and only if C has the no triple points property.

jE1 ðe1 ; e2 ; vÞ \ EulerEdgesðHGðdÞÞj
¼ jE2 ðe1 ; e2 ; vÞ \ EulerEdgesðHGðdÞÞj;
for every pair of consecutive edges e1 and e2 in C that are
incident with an Euler vertex v. In Fig. 15, the left-hand
illustration gives, denoting the set of Euler edges by EE,
jE1 ðe1 ; e2 ; vÞ \ EEj ¼ jE2 ðe1 ; e2 ; vÞ \ EEj ¼ 2 whereas in the
right-hand illustration jE1 ðe1 ; e2 ; vÞ \ EEj ¼ 1 and jE2 ðe1 ;
e2 ; vÞ \ EEj ¼ 3. We must also ensure that the new curve
does not create a noncrossing point of intersection with itself.
Definition 7.4. Let d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ be an atomic Euler diagram
with hybrid graph HGðdÞ. Let C ¼ ðe0 ; . . . ; en Þ be a cycle in
HGðdÞ with associated vertex sequence ðv0 ; . . . ; vn ; v0 Þ. Then,
C possess the crossings property whenever
1.
2.

C does not contain any edges that are in
EulerEdgesðHGðdÞÞ,
for any pair of consecutive edges, ei and eiþ1 in C

It may be the case that we are happy to allow triple
points of intersection, but not quadruple points, for
instance. An obvious generalization of the result above
allows us to enforce an n-points well-formedness condition.

7.4 Crossings
There are various properties that our cycle must possess if it
is to yield a curve that ensures the crossings property holds

Fig. 15. Identifying crossings.
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jE1 ðei ; eiþ1 ; viþ1 Þ \ EulerEdgesðHGðdÞÞj
¼ jE2 ðei ; eiþ1 ; viþ1 Þ \ EulerEdgesðHGðdÞÞj
and
jE1 ðei ; eiþ1 ; viþ1 Þ \ EðCÞj ¼ jE2 ðei ; eiþ1 ; viþ1 Þ \ EðCÞj;
where we take enþ1 ¼ e0 .
Theorem 7.4. Let d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ be an atomic Euler diagram
that possesses the crossings property with hybrid graph
HGðdÞ. Let  be a label that is not in d,  62 imageðlÞ. Then,
d þ ðC; Þ possesses the crossings property if and only if C
possesses the crossings property.

7.5 Connected Zones
Our final well-formedness condition is that of connected
zones and it is linked to when we split a zone. Theorem 6.2
tells us that a zone, z, is split by the new curve if there is a
vertex incident with some edge in the cycle C, embedded in
some minimal region of z. For example, this can be seen in
Figs. 12 and 13. If a curve that splits a zone passes through
that zone more than once then the zone will become
disconnected. Figs. 12 and 13 each contain one diagram
with a blue cycle that creates disconnected zones. The
following lemma states the conditions under which a zone
is split by a new curve given the assumption that all zones
are connected in the original diagram.
Lemma 7.1. Let d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ be an atomic Euler diagram that
possesses the connected zones property with abstraction
abstractðdÞ ¼ ðimageðlÞ; ZÞ. Let in  Z and out  Z such
that in [ out ¼ Z and ; 2 out. Let HGðdÞ be a hybrid graph
of d and C be a cycle in HGðdÞ. If abstractðd þ ðC; ÞÞ ¼
abstractðdÞ þ ðin; out; Þ then
in \ out
¼ fabstractðzðvÞÞ : v 2 V ðCÞ \ DualV erticesðHGðdÞÞg:
Thus, to split a zone, the cycle must pass through that
zone. If the curve passes through that zone more than once,
then the zone becomes disconnected. In a slightly more
general sense, we can think of a minimal region becoming
disconnected if the cycle passes through that minimal
region more than once.
Definition 7.5. Let d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ be an atomic Euler diagram
with hybrid graph HGðdÞ. Let C ¼ ðe0 ; . . . ; en Þ be a cycle in
HGðdÞ with associated vertex sequence ðv0 ; v1 ; . . . ; vn ; vnþ1 Þ.
Then, C possesses the connected minimal regions property
if and only if for every proper subsequence ðvi ; viþ1 ; . . . ; viþj Þ
of ðv0 ; v1 ; . . . ; vn ; vnþ1 Þ where vi and viþj are embedded in the
same minimal region, m, of d, all of the vertices in the
subsequences are also embedded in m.
Intuitively, the definition says that a cycle which
possesses the connected minimal regions property passes
through each minimal region at most once and, hence, does
not split that minimal region into more than two pieces. If
all of the zones in a diagram are connected then the
connected minimal regions property ensures that the added
curve does not create any disconnected zones.
Theorem 7.5. Let d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ be an atomic Euler diagram
that possess the connected zones property and has hybrid graph

Fig. 16. The connected zones property.

HGðdÞ. Let C ¼ ðe0 ; . . . ; en Þ be a cycle in HGðdÞ. Let  be a
label that is not in d,  62 imageðlÞ. Then, d þ ðC; Þ possesses
the connected zones property if and only if C possesses the
connected minimal regions property.
We can generalize Theorem 7.5 to the case when not all
zones are connected in the original diagram. As an
illustration, d20 in Fig. 16 does not possess the connected
zones property. It is possible to add a curve to d20 that
results in a diagram with connected zones, using the hybrid
graph, d21 . The blue cycle can be used to give rise to a new
curve, R, in d23 where all of the zones are connected. Notice
that in d20 , the disconnected zone inside P consists of two
minimal regions. One of these minimal regions, m1 , is
inside the blue cycle whereas the other, m2 , is outside the
blue cycle. This means that m1 is inside both P and R in d23
whereas m2 is inside P only. Hence, m1 and m2 are different
zones in d23 and no longer form a disconnected zone.
Theorem 7.6. Let d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ be an atomic Euler diagram
with hybrid graph HGðdÞ. Let C ¼ ðe0 ; . . . ; en Þ be a cycle in
HGðdÞ. Let  be a label that is not in d,  62 imageðlÞ. Then,
d þ ðC; Þ possesses the connected zones property if and only if
1.
2.
3.

C possesses the connected minimal regions property,
each zone in d consists of at most two minimal regions,
and
for any zone in d that consists of two minimal regions,
m1 and m2 , the dual vertex embedded in one of m1 and
m2 is inside C and the dual vertex embedded in the
other is outside C.

The above theorem can be used, and generalized, to allow
embedded diagrams to contain disconnected zones enroute
to producing an embedding that does not have disconnected
zones. Given a total decomposition, decðDÞ ¼ hD0 ; . . . ; Dn i,
the embedding of Di can have zones consisting of at most 2ni
minimal regions if we wish to ensure that the embedding of
Dn has connected zones. The fact that the connected zones
condition can be broken enroute to producing an embedding
that has connected zones distinguishes it from the other
conditions: if we break any other well-formedness condition
then that well-formedness condition is broken in any diagram
that contains additional curves.
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Fig. 17. Using the modified Euler dual to add a curve.

7.6 Collections of Well-Formedness Conditions
The above results extend very straightforwardly to arbitrary
collections of the well-formedness conditions. We denote
the set of five well-formedness conditions by WF C. For
each well-formedness condition, w, we denote its corresponding property on a cycle, C, in HGðdÞ by wðCÞ. For
example, the simplicity well-formedness condition corresponds to the simplicity property on C, SimplicityðCÞ, and
the connected zones well-formedness condition corresponds to the connected minimal regions condition on
cycles. For a set of well-formedness conditions, W  WF C,
we define W ðCÞ ¼ fwðCÞ : w 2 W g.
Theorem 7.7. Let d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ be an atomic Euler diagram that
possesses a set of well-formedness conditions W . Let C be a cycle
in a hybrid graph, HGðdÞ, for d and let  2 L  imageðlÞ.
Then, d þ ðC; Þ possesses all of the well-formedness conditions
in W if any only if C possesses all of the properties in W ðCÞ.
The problem of adding a curve when all well-formedness
conditions are imposed reduces to seeking a cycle in the
modified Euler dual. We say that a diagram is completely
well formed if it possesses all five well-formedness
conditions. As an example, in Fig. 17, the blue cycle in the
hybrid graph in d24 reduces to a cycle in the modified Euler
dual, as shown in d25 . Intuitively, in the completely wellformed case, our cycle cannot use Euler edges since this
would create concurrency. Moreover, the cycle cannot use
any new edges since this would create a triple point.

8

ENSURING DRAWABILITY

To ensure that all abstract descriptions can be drawn, we
generalize our method for adding a curve; some diagrams
cannot be drawn without curves that have self-concurrency
but a cycle never gives rise to such a curve. For example, to d1
in Fig. 1, we may want to add a curve that completely encloses
the zones inside P , P and R, Q, and Q and R, and in addition
the remaining zones are all completely outside the curve; in
this case, in ¼ ffP g; fQg; fQ; Rgg and out ¼ f;; fP ; Rg;
fRgg. However, no cycle in the hybrid graph (see Fig. 10)
allows us to add a curve in the required manner.
Suppose we have an atomic diagram, d, with abstraction
abstractðdÞ ¼ ðl; ZÞ. Let in and out be subsets of Z such that
in [ out ¼ Z and ; 2 out. To add a curve to d to give a diagram
with abstraction abstractðdÞ þ ðin; out; LÞ, where L is some
label not in d, find a set of cycles, C, in HGðdÞ such that
1.

“inside” zones are inside some cycle:
[
inZonesðCÞ;
in ¼
C2C

Fig. 18. Converting cycles into a curve.

2.

“outside” zones are outside all cycles:
\
out ¼
outZonesðCÞ;
C2C

3.

for any two cycles, C1 and C2 in C, there is no
common vertex inside them, that is
insideðC1 Þ \ insideðC2 Þ ¼ ;:

We note that given any set of cycles that meets the
conditions above ensures that any given edge in HGðdÞ is
in at most two cycles (this follows from the “disjoint
interiors” constraint).
To add an appropriate curve to the Euler diagram, first
we partition the set, C into maximal subsets, Ci such that the
subgraph, SGðCi Þ, containing exactly the cycles in Ci is
connected; see Fig. 18, where three blue cycles in the hybrid
graph are shown. For each of these subgraphs, we will
produce one curve, ci , and then join these curves together.
Consider such a maximal subset, Ci . For each edge, e, in
SGðCi Þ that is in more than one cycle in Ci , we duplicate that
edge; the resulting graph, GðCi Þ, is clearly Eulerian, since
each of the two cycles that include e are Eulerian graphs.
Given an Eulerian cycle, ðe0 ; . . . ; en Þ, in GðCi Þ, the curve we
introduce traverses that cycle, starting at the vertex v0
incident with e0 , but each time we encounter a duplicate
edge, the curve traverses the original edge, e. Since any selfconcurrency this curve possesses involves only double
points of intersection, any point on one side of a concurrent
line segment has a winding number the same parity as any
point on the other side. Thus, points “inside” either of the
original cycles are precisely those inside the curve ci . To
convert the curves produced at this stage into a single
curve, we simply connect them with a minimal number of
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line segments. To ensure an atomic layout, at least one of
the cycles must pass through an Euler vertex.
It is easy to justify the existence of a set of cycles that
meet the criteria outlined above, as follows: For each
abstract zone in in  out, take the set of cycles around the
faces of the minimal regions of the corresponding zone in d.
For each abstract zone in in \ out choose a cycle that passes
through a dual vertex, v, embedded in the corresponding
zone of d and some Euler edges around the face of the
minimal region in which v is embedded. These cycles
between them provide an appropriate C. However, better
diagram layouts may be achieved by using a minimal
number of cycles or by minimizing the number of edges
that are used in more than one cycle.
The results in Section 7 that relate cycles to wellformedness conditions extend to this more general case in
that each curve in C must possess the appropriate properties
if a specified set of conditions are to hold. In addition, we
must take into account how the cycles relate to each other.
We note that the simplicity and no concurrency properties
cannot hold since the added curve violates these. Moreover,
the crossings property cannot hold since the added curve
intersects itself in a noncrossing manner at any point where a
joining edge meets one of the cycles in C. For the no triple
points condition, we take into account how many times the
cycles and the connecting edges pass through vertices. A
zone, z, becomes disconnected when at least two cycles, C1
and C2 , in C contain edges, e1 and e2 , respectively, that are
embedded in z and are distinct. Moreover z becomes
disconnected whenever a joining edge passes through it.
Assuming all cycles in C have the connected zones property
then it is sufficient to check that these other ways of
disconnecting zones do not occur. Given the inevitability
that the added curve will break at least three of the wellformedness conditions, we can choose to partially enforce
them by ensuring that the cycles in C possess the required
properties, for example.

9

IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we describe a Java implementation of a system
that takes an abstract description and outputs a diagram
embedding. As noted in Section 2, the nested components of
a diagram can be derived from the abstract description.
Hence, our system draws atomic diagrams which can then be
joined together by placing nested components in the correct
zone of the parent diagram. Given an Euler graph, we can
derive the hybrid graph, and form a closed cycle that exactly
meets the specification of zones that are inside and outside
the new curve. Our software finds simple cycles, so only
simple curves can be formed. The program can be found at
www.eulerdiagrams.com/inductive/inductive.html.
Generating some restricted classes of diagrams can be
performed in polynomial time [26]. However, current
methods for generating diagrams from any abstract description take exponential time in the worst case [8]. Similarly, our
generation method has exponential time worst case performance relative to the number of vertices in the hybrid graph.
This is because the problem of finding such cycles is, in
general, NP-Complete [27], [28]. However, optimizations
can be derived: given a diagram, d ¼ ðCurve; lÞ, with
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Fig. 19. An automatically generated Euler diagram with its hybrid graph.

abstractðdÞ ¼ ðimageðlÞ; ZÞ and sets in and out such that in [
out ¼ Z and ; 2 out, a cycle, C, that adds an appropriate
curve has the following properties:
any connected zone, z, in d that is to be partly inside
and partly outside the new curve (i.e., to be split, so
abstractðzÞ 2 in \ out) must have the corresponding
Euler vertex in the vertex sequence associated with C,
2. for any zone, z, in d that is not to be split (i.e.,
abstractðzÞ 2 ðin  outÞ [ ðout  inÞ), it is the case
that every Euler vertex embedded in z is not in the
vertex sequence associated with C,
3. any new vertex that is adjacent to two Euler vertices
that are both embedded in zones, z1 and z2 , that are
either to be properly inside or properly outside the
new curve (i.e., abstractðz1 Þ; abstractðz2 Þ 2 in  out or
abstractðz1 Þ; abstractðz2 Þ 2 [out  in) cannot be in C.
These optimizations typically cut down the search space
considerably, particularly because no edge in C can be
incident with a vertex that cannot be in the vertex sequences
associated with C. In practice, diagrams with up to four
curves can be embedded in reasonable time. Diagrams with
more curves can be embedded if the number of split zones
is not large. Further optimizations are possible in terms of
the order in which curves are added in the total decomposition that we use for generation.
As an example of the output from the implementation,
Fig. 19 shows an automatically generated hybrid graph of
Venn-2 (the Venn diagram containing two curves, shown
here in black). In addition to the restrictions on cycles to
maximize well-formedness conditions (Section 6), it is also
possible to improve the layout using other criteria. In
particular, to avoid meandering curve routes, we can choose
an appropriate cycle that has minimal length. Fig. 20 shows a
diagram obtained from Venn-2 (Fig. 19) by finding a minimal
length cycle in the hybrid graph that results in adding a curve
that splits each zone (thus, creating Venn-3).
Fig. 21 shows an embedding of Venn-3 where we
minimized the number of triple points, but kept the cycle
length short as a second priority; the cycle used to add the
curve here includes 10 hybrid graph edges, whereas that in
Fig. 20 has only 9 edges. In both of these cases, it can be seen
how the intricacy of cycles increases as each new curve
added to the diagram. In our example, the curve labeled a is
1.
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Fig. 22. Transforming the hybrid graph after curve addition.

Fig. 20. Adding a curve with minimal cycle length.

added first, followed by b, and finally c. Of course, the
hybrid graphs of these diagrams can be generated, and
further diagrams produced, but have not been shown due
to space restrictions.

10 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a novel, inductive approach
to Euler diagram generation that uses graph theoretic
techniques to add curves. A key advantage of our approach
over previously developed techniques is the flexibility to
generate diagrams under any collection of the typically
enforced well-formedness conditions; this represents a
significant advance for automated Euler diagram generation. The Java implementation of the theoretical results
serves to illustrate the practical utility of the techniques.
The layout of the hybrid graph can have a profound
impact on the effectiveness of the produced Euler diagrams.
Force directed methods can be used to ensure a good layout of
the hybrid graph, given various measures of “good.” We
have yet to investigate what constitutes a good layout for
hybrid graphs, but some work has been done in the case of the
Euler diagrams themselves [29]. Using these empirical
results, we can also use graph drawing techniques to improve
the layout of the embedded Euler diagrams. In previous
research, we have taken a multicriteria hill-climbing approach to improving the layout of Euler diagrams [30]. We
have not yet applied these layout improvements to the
diagrams in the paper, allowing us to focus the discussion on
the new techniques, aiding explanation: if we had improved
the layout of each diagram after each curve addition, it would
be difficult to spot where the curve additions had occurred.

We also plan to identify further optimizations for our
embedding algorithms. We suspect that further heuristics
can be developed that narrow down the space through
which we search when seeking an appropriate cycle, for
example. Moreover, we will investigate graph transformation techniques that allow us to produce more efficiently a
hybrid graph for d þ ðC; LÞ given a hybrid graph for d.
Currently, our implementation produces HGðd þ ðC; LÞÞ
from scratch, even though we have the hybrid graph for d;
some subgraph of HGðdÞ is a subgraph of HGðd þ ðC; LÞÞ,
for example. Given that we know the cycle (or, more
generally, set of cycles and joining edges) in HGðdÞ that
gave rise to d þ ðC; LÞ we suspect that some efficient
transformations are entirely feasible. Fig. 22 shows the
strong similarity between the hybrid graphs before and
after a curve addition, with the cycle highlighted in blue in
d26 giving rise to the new curve in d27 .
It is known that nested components can be drawn
separately. A further extension includes allowing nested
diagrams to have curves added to them: such techniques
may yield more efficient generation algorithms. We briefly
investigated such an extension in [20] for the completely
well-formed case. The basic idea is to add one curve to each
of the nested parts with which the new curve is required to
intersect and then join up the new curves to create one curve,
c, in the resulting diagram. Curves whose removal from a
diagram increases the number of nested components are
called disconnecting curves, the theory of which is developed in [31]. Alternatively, we note that every nested
diagram can be transformed into an atomic diagram by
moving the atomic components until they touch [8]. This
means that each time we have a nested diagram to which we
want to add a curve, we convert it into an atomic diagram
and then use the curve addition methods described above.
While the focus of this paper is on curve addition, there
are also cases where we wish to remove curves, or modify
the zone set, after layout. When a curve is removed, this
may result in the diagram breaking the connected zones
condition whereas the original diagram may not have. One
can sometimes perform transformations that restore this
well-formedness condition; see [21] for an example. Indeed,
given a diagram, d, the removal of any curve is guaranteed
to result in a diagram that breaks a (not necessarily proper)
subset of the well-formedness conditions broken by d,
excluding the connected zones condition.
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